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XI.—Maiden Castle in Stainmore. By R. G.
COLLINGWOOD.

ART.

Read at the site, September 6th, 1926.

O

UR earliest description of Maiden Castle was written
by William Camden, after his northern journey of
1599, and published in the third edition of Britannia in
1600.
" Pauloque* inferius ad ipsam militarem Romanorum viam
exiguum munimentum fuit Romanum quadrata forma quod
Maidencastle hodie vocant. Vnde militarem Romanorum viam
per anfractus ad Caer vorran duxisse limitanei milites mihi
retulerunt " (Britannia, ed. 3, 1600, p. 659. Subsequent editions
retain this text with the omission of the word milites).

I call it our earliest, because I think Leland's description
refers to Reycross. It runs thus :There is a Place an viii. Mile plaine West from Bowis, . . . a

Thorough-fare in Richemoteshire cawlid Maiden Castel, where is a
greate rounde Hepe a 6o. Foote in Cumpace of rude Stones, sum
smaule, sum bygge, and be set in formam pyramidis; and yn the
Toppe of them al vs set one Stone in conum, beyng a Yard and a
half in lenghth. So that the hole may be counted an xviii. Foote
hy, and vs set on a hille in the very Egge of Stanemore. And this
is a limes betwixt Richemontshire and Westmerland (Leland's
Itinerary ed. T. Hearne, Oxford, 1744, vol. 5, p. 115).

That this referred to Reycross was evidently the
opinion of Camden, who at first followed Leland in calling
Reycross Maiden Castle. In the first edition of his
Britannia, Camden says that he will not believe Maiden
Castle to be Lavatrae, both because the distance is wrong
* " A little lower (than Reycross), right on the Roman military way, was
a small Roman fort of square shape, which they now call Maidencastle. Hence,
the soldiery of the border informed me, the Roman military way led with many
windings to Caer vorran."
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and because so great a tract of hill is surrounded by the
ditch, yet there is no trace of interior buildings . . . at the
same place is the stone cross, etc. (Britannia, ed. I, 1587,
P. 493; ed. 2, 1 59 0, p. 547). The first-hand description
of Reycross camp is unmistakeable. In 1 599 he came
again, and found the real Maiden Castle.
In the seventeenth century Machell saw the site and
describes it as a rectangle measuring 4o paces N. and S.
by 5o E. and W. ; this is fairly correct, except for the
points of the compass (Machell MSS., vol. i) .
Nicolson and Burn 1776) describe it as " a small square
fort of Roman structure, as appeared by the mortar found
therein " (vol. i, p. 8) .
(Hutchinson notices " an ancient Roman fortification,
called Maiden Castle. The Roman road led immediately
through it; its form is square, built of stone, each side 40
paces in length. It is defended by outworks, the nearest
being a small ditch with a breastwork of large stones erect,
the outward a large ditch and rampart of earth " (Excursion, quoted in these Trans., o.s., v, p. 70).
In 1862 Prebendary H. M. Scarth visited the site, and
described it in a letter to the Gentleman's Magazine (1862,
vol. ii, p. 47). He says it is 4o paces each way, or 40 by
45 ; the Roman road passes straight through, being worn
into a hollow eight feet wide. A part of the wall, 20 feet
long, has been recently exposed; it is about six feet thick,
and five courses or more in height; the core is of lime
rubble. This portion includes one rounded corner. He
adds that he has been told that this exposure is intended
to facilitate tone-robbing, and hopes that this is not true.
Scarth was a distinguished antiquary and his description
is good and reliable; but a garbled version in Archael.
Jour., xix, p. 358, makes nonsense of it.
In 188o our Society visited the site, and, scratching
about, found Roman pottery and mortar and was told that
Roman coins had been found. A paper was read, con-
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taming little information or evidence of research (Trans.
o. s. v, 69) .
The six-inch Ordnance map (Westmorland, xxiv N.E.,
revision of 1897) marks the site as a Roman fort, but
figures it in a way which shows that the surveyors misunderstood the site and that the draughtsman subsequently
misunderstood the surveyors' sketches, and drew as
rampart what must have been intended for ditch. The
plan which accompanies thè present paper claims to be
nothing more than a sketch-plan, but is based on taped
measurements running all round the ramparts and
diagonally across the fort. It was made in haste and
under difficulties, and would not have been published had
any other plan of the site existed.
The fort, for such it certainly is, stands on the edge of a
steep southward declivity where the old Stainmore road,
after descending gently for some time, begins to fall
sharply towards Brough-under-Stainmore, five miles
away. Eastward, Bowes is nearly eight miles distant.
The road now in use finds an easier gradient by passing
under the foot of this declivity, so that from the present
road the fort is some distance away up-hill and is not
conspicuous. The old grass-grown road, which passes
close by the fort on the north, is itself a loop line; it
leaves the original line for the express purpose of avoiding
the fort, which lies astride of the Roman road. This is
visible, as Scarth pointed out, running straight through
the fort from gate to gate in a deep hollow way, showing
obvious traces of the use to which it was put as a main
line of traffic for many centuries after the Roman period.
When the hollow way through the fort became temporarily
impassable, traffic followed one of two other lines : either
through the northern ditches of the fort, or through the
south-west corner, which, being the lowest corner of the
site, had been washed out by rain-water. Thus three
distinct hollow ways are visible on the site.
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The fort measures about 15o by 120 feet to the centre of
the ramparts ; in shape it is a rhomboid, approximating to
a rectangle but having N.W. and S.E. angles of about
8o degrees and the others of about zoo degrees. The
ramparts as now visible consist of bold stony banks, 15
to 20 feet broad at the base and about five feet high.
Apart from Scarth's evidence, two courses of the inner face

-

so

o

so

100 feet

exposed near the N.W. corner show that they were stone
walls; and the profile of the rampart suggests that they
were never reinforced by an earthen bank, for the masonry
now crops out on the summit of the mound, and in the
case of a composite rampart this position is usually
occupied by the earthen bank. At all four corners the
rampart has been destroyed; at the south-west by a
wash-out, and at the others by quarrying for stones; the
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destruction feared by Scarth has evidently taken place
either at the north-west or at the north-east. Enough
remains of the ramparts to make it certain that there were
only two gates, namely in the centre of the east and west
sides, through which ran the Roman road. From the
extant remains, it is probable that digging might reveal
the form of the gateways.
There are traces of ditches on the north, where the
ground is at first level and then slopes up away from the
site. The innermost ditch is bent round the two northern
angles and runs as far as the gates, where it stops. The
other two ditches do not seem to come round the angles,
though this is difficult to ascertain without excavation,
owing to their being interfered with by the hollow way
mentioned above. Beyond the northernmost ditch runs
the now disused modern road.
Apart from its connexion with the Roman road, the
date of this fort is proved by excavation. The pottery
and coins already mentioned might be thought inconclusive, but in 1914 digging was done by the Rev. T.
Westgarth, who established the existence, though not the
plan, of stone internal buildings and found a quantity of
Roman objects. These he kindly sent to me at the time,
and I published a list of them in these Trans., N.S. xv, pp.
192-3; for the reader's convenience, I summarise it here.
Pottery: one piece of Saurian, Drag. 31, late in the
history of that type; one piece of a hammer-head mortarium, fourth century; three bowls of early fourth
century types, and one rather earlier; a jar of the common
late fourth-century pitted black ware; two indeterminate
cooking-pots ; two beakers, one second century; a handle.
Metal: a bronze minim, fourth century, illegible; a nail;
a link of an iron chain; a flat piece of iron, perhaps part
of a horse-shoe. A scrap of window-glass, and a piece of
a square glass bottle with reeded handle. A jet ring.
These finds prove beyond cavil that the site is Roman,
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and suggest a continuous occupation from some time in
the second century to some time not early in the fourth.
It remains to inquire into the relation between this and
other Roman fortified sites.
In size, it belongs to a somewhat unusual type. Its
area inside the walls is about a quarter of an acre. It is
thus a great deal smaller than the ordinary cohort-forts,
which run about 22 acres for a cohoys quingenaria and
about 4-42 for a cohors milliaria; very much smaller than
the fairly common type, like Ambleside " A " and
Cappuck, of about 14 acre; smaller even that the Haltwhistle Burn type of 3 acre, but definitely larger than the
milecastles of the Wall, which are about one-twelfth of an
acre. Now forts of this particular size are rare. A good
example is the smaller of the two forts at Castleshaw,
which is exactly a quarter of an acre (I. A. Richmond,
Huddersfield in Roman times, fig. 29; the plan in F. A.
Bruton, Roman Forts at Castleshaw, 2nd report, would
make it rather larger) ; another is the little Agricolan
fort on the Bar Hill, which would be about the same size
if its rampart was 20 feet across at the base (Proc. Soc.
Ant. Scot., xl, p. 413). I cannot find another example in
Britain. On the German limes, however, there are
numbers of small castella, forts definitely smaller than the
cohort-forts; and some of these—they vary a go od deal
in size—approximate to Maiden Castle. Thus Pf arrhof en
(O.R.L. 43, p. 63, plate 8) and Hillscheid (ibid., p. 55) are
about one-third of an acre, Anhausen (ibid., p. 55) rather
less, and Trienz on the Odenwald limes (O.R.L. 44, p. 10 3,
plate 13) slightly over a quarter, or just a quarter if, as
may be the case, it had an earth bank inside its stone wall.
Others, like Rheinbrohl (O.R.L. 43, p. 55) and Fehrbach
(ibid.), are about one-sixth and one-seventh. These small
castella, says Professor Fabricius (O.R.L. 43, p. 56) occur
either where the limes crosses a valley or where it passes
over a hill-top; at such points they supplied a small
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nucleus of resistance in the shape of a garrison which
would consist of a turma or a century drawn from the
nearest castellum (ibid., p. 55). Thus, at Fehrbach we
find an inscription of the Seventh Raetian Cohort, which
lay in garrison at the castellum of Niederburg.
In Africa a similar class of forts seems to exist. The
absence of a systematic survey makes generalisation
difficult, but fortified posts of about this size are reported
at several places, such as Benia-Ceder (55 by 3o metres),
Tisavar (35 by 25 metres), Bir Mohammed ben Younes
(55 by 33 metres), Souma (5o by 40 metres), and so forth
(Cagnat, l'Armée romaine d Afrique, pp. 54 2, 55 8 , 59 8 ,
636). These are examples picked from a large number of
small castella whose wide variations in size are commented
on by Cagnat (op. cit. p. 683) ; in general they belong to a
typologically later pattern than Maiden Castle, and several
of them are ascribed to the late second and early third
centuries.
All the German cases, however, and all the African so
far as their details are reported, differ from Maiden
Castle in that the latter is built astride of a main road; an
apparently unique feature. In the light of these parallels,
however, we can explain its purpose, and point to the
small fort at Castleshaw as the only British site whose
purpose was at all similar. According to Hyginus's
figures, a quarter of an acre would accommodate two
centuries with ease; but these figures, intended for a
temporary camp, do not apply to permanent forts, which
held 200-250 men to the acre. Hence Maiden Castle is
unlikely to have had a garrison of much more than 50
men. Perhaps it would best accommodate a turma of
cavalry, 3o men with 34 horses,* commanded by a
* One-sixteenth of an ala quingenaria. The larger turma of 42 men with
46 horses, one-twenty-fourth of an ala milliaria, is out of the question because
no fort close at hand seems to have been large enough to hold an ala milliaria.
For the details, see Hyginus, ed. Domazewski, pp. 51-52; Domazewski,
Rangordnung d. r. Heeres, p. 53.
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decurio; and such a garrison would well suit the conditions
of the country, for which an infantry patrol would be of
little use. The find of a horseshoe, so far as it goes,
confirms that suggestion. If it is sound, we may infer
that Brough-under-Stainmore, the nearest fort, had a
cavalry garrison ; Bowes, we know, was garrisoned by
infantry (Coh. i. Thracum, C.I.L.; vii, 2 73 - 4).
Thus we may reconstruct the picture of a small stone
fort, whose gates when closed would bar the main road
from York to Carlisle; and whose garrison, consisting
perhaps of a squadron of cavalry detailed in rotation from
their permanent quarters at Brough, lived here in properlybuilt stone barracks with glass windows—luxuries in a
milder climate, necessaries on this wind-swept summit—
and patrolled the road as it traversed the desolate waste
of Stainmore.
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